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Abstract:  

 A study of proper affine vector fields in plane symmetric static space-

times by using the rank of the 66×  Rieman matrix and holonomy. Studying 

proper affine vector fields in each case, It is shown that the special class of the 

above space-times admit proper affine vector fields.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 Over the recent years, there has been much interest in the study of 

symmetry in general relativity; affine symmetry seems to ignored probably 

because the complications involved in (1). Following [1,9] some progresss was 

made in [2] where they actually shown that under what conditions the space-times 

admit proper affine vector fields. Other different approaches may be seen in 

[9,10,11]. In this paper a different approach is devolped to study proper affine 

vector fields in plane symmetric static space-times by using holonomy, the rank 

of the 66×  Rieman matrix and direct integration techniques. Through out M is 

representing the four dimensional, connected, hausdorff space-time manifold with 

Lorentz metric g of signature (-, +, +, +). The curvature tensor associated with g, 

through Levi-Civita connection, is denoted in component form by bcd
aR . The 
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usual covariant, partial and Lie derivatives are denoted by a semicolon, a comma 

and the symbol L, respectively. Round and square brackets denote the usual 

symmetrization and skew-symmetrization, respectively. The space-time M  will 

be assumed nonflat in the sense that the Riemann tensor does not vanish over any 

nonempty open subset of .M   

 A vector field X  on M  is called an affine vector field if it satisfies  

   .;
d

abcdbca XRX =      (1) 

If one decomposes baX ;  on M  into its symmetric and skew-symmetric parts  

  ababba FhX +=
2
1

;  ),( baabbaab FFhh −==   (2) 

then equation (1) is equivalent to  

  .0)()(0)( ;;; === c
cab

d
abcdcabcab XFiiiXRFiihi   (3) 

The above vector field X  is called an affine on vector field M  if the local 

diffeomorphisms tψ  (for appropriate t ) associated with X  map geodesics into 

geodesics and also preserve their affine parameter. If ,,2 ℜ∈= ccgh abab  then the 

vector field X  is called homothetic (and Killing if 0=c ). The vector field X  is 

said to be proper affine if it is not homothetic vector field and also X  is said to be 

proper homothetic vector field if it is not Killing vector field on M  [1]. It is 

important to note the following equation  

.0=d
abcd kR        (4)  

 

2. Affine Vector Fields  
 In this section we will briefly discuss when the space-times admit proper 

affine vector fields for further details see [2,8].  

 Suppose that M  is a simple connected space-time. Then the holonomy 

group of M  is a connected Lie subgroup of the idenity component of the Lorentz 

group and is thus characterized by its subalgebra in the Lorentz algebra. These 

have been labeled into fifteen types 151 RR −  [3,4]. It follows from [2] that the 

only such space-times which could admit proper affine vector fields are those 

which admit nowhere zero covariantly constant second order symmetric tensor 
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field abh  and it is known that this forces the holonomy type to be either ,2R  ,3R  

,4R  ,6R  ,7R  ,8R  ,10R  11R  or .13R  Here, we will only discuss the space-times 

which has the holonomy type ,2R  ,4R  ,7R  10R  or .13R   

 First consider the case when M  has type .13R  Then one can always set up 

local coordinates ),,,( 321 xxxt  on an open set ,21 UUU ×=  where 1U  is a one 

dimensional timelike submanifold of U  coordinatized by t  and 2U  is a three 

dimensional spacelike submanifold of U  coordinatized by 321 ,, xxx  and where 

the above product is a metric product and the metric on U  is given by [1]  

  )3,2,1,(22 =+−= βαβα
αβ dxdxgdtds   (5) 

where αβg  depends on ).3,2,1(, =γγx  The above space-time is clearly 1+3 

decomposable. The curvature rank of the above space-time is atmost three and 

there exists a unique nowhere zero vector field aa tt ,=  satisfying 0; =bat  and also 

.1−=a
att  From the Ricci Identity .0=d

bcd
a tR  It follows from [2] that affine 

vector fields in this case are  

   Y
t

ctcX +
∂
∂

+= )( 21      (6) 

where ℜ∈21 ,cc  and Y  is a homothetic vector field in the induced geometry on 

each of the three dimensional submanifolds of constant .t   

 Now consider the situation when M  has type .10R  The situation is similar 

to that of previous 13R  case except that now we have local decomposition is 

,21 UUU ×=  where 1U  is a one dimensional spacelike submanifold of U  and 

2U  is a three dimensional timelike submanifold of .U  The space-time metric on 

U  is given by [1]  

  )3,2,0,(22 =+= βαβα
αβ dxdxgdxds   (7) 

where αβg  depends on ).3,2,0(, =γγx  The above space-time is clearly 1+3 

decomposable. The curvature rank of the above space-time is atmost three and 

there exists a unique nowhere zero vector field aa xx ,=  satisfying 0; =bax  and 
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also .1=a
a xx  From the Ricci Identity .0=d

bcd
a xR  It follows from [2] that affine 

vector fields in this case are  

   Y
x

cxcX +
∂
∂

+= )( 21      (8) 

where ℜ∈21 ,cc  and Y  is a homothetic vector field in the induced geometry on 

each of the three dimensional submanifolds of constant .x   

 Next suppose M  has type .7R  Then each Mp∈  has a neighborhood U  

which decomposes metrically as ,21 UUU ×=  where 1U  is a two dimensional 

submanifold of U  with an induced metric of Lorentz signature and 2U  is a two 

dimensional submanifold of U  with positive definite induced metric. The space-

time metric on U  is given by [1]  

  βα
αβ dxdxQdxdxPds BA

AB +=2     (9) 

where 1,0,,),( =∀= CBAxPP C
ABAB  and 3,2,,),( =∀= γβαγ

αβαβ xQQ  and the 

above space-time is clearly 2+2 decomposable. The space-time (8) admits two 

recurrent vector fields [5] l  and n i.e. baba pll =;  and baba pnn =;  where bp is the 

recurrent 1-form. It also admits two covariantly constant second order symmetric 

tensors which are )(2 banl  and ).( baba yyxx +  The rank of the 66×  Riemann 

matrix is two. It follows from [2] that if X  is an affine vector field on M  then 

X  decomposes as  

  21 XXX +=        (10) 

where the vector fields 1X  and 2X  are tangent to the two dimensional timelike 

and spacelike submanifolds, respectively. It also follows from [2] that 1X  and 

2X  are homothetic vector fields in their respective submanifolds with their 

induced geometry. Conversely, every pair of affine vector fields, one in the 

timelike submanifolds and one spacelike submanifolds give rise to a affine vector 

field in space-time.  

 Now suppose that M  has type .4R  Then each Mp∈  has a neighborhood 

U  which decomposes metrically as ,321 UUUU ××=  where 1U  and 2U  are one 
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dimensional submanifold of U  and 3U  is a two dimensional submanifold of .U  

The space-time metric on U  is given by [2]  

  )3,2,(222 =++−= BAdxdxgdxdtds BA
AB   (11) 

where ABg  depends only on ).3,2( =CxC  The above space-time is clearly 

1+1+2 decomposable. The curvature rank of the above space-time is one and 

there exist two independent nowhere zero unit timelike and spacelike covariantly 

constant vector field aa tt ,=  and aa xx ,=  satisfying 0; =bat  and 0; =bax . From 

the Ricci identity 0=abcd
a tR  and .0=abcd

a xR  It follows from [2] that affine 

vector fields in this case are  

  Y
x

cxctc
t

cxctcX +
∂
∂

+++
∂
∂

++= )()( 654321   (12) 

where ℜ∈654321 ,,,,, cccccc  and Y  is a homothetic vector on each of two 

dimensional submanifolds of constant t  and .x   

 Now suppose that M  has type .2R  Here each Mp∈  admits a 

neighborhood U  which decomposes metrically as ,321 UUUU ××=  where 1U  

and 2U  are one dimensional submanifold of U  and 3U  is a two dimensional 

submanifold of .U  The space-time metric on U  is given by [2]  

  )1,0,(222 =++= BAdxdxgdzdyds BA
AB   (13) 

where ABg  depends only on ).1,0( =CxC  The above space-time is clearly 

1+1+2 decomposable. The curvature rank of the above space-time is one and 

there exist two independent nowhere zero unit timelike and spacelike covariantly 

constant vector field aa yy ,=  and aa zz ,=  satisfying 0; =bay  and .0; =baz  

From the Ricci identity 0=abcd
a yR  and .0=abcd

a zR  It follows from [2] that 

affine vector fields in this case are  

  Y
z

czcyc
y

czcycX +
∂
∂

+++
∂
∂

++= )()( 654321   (14) 

where ℜ∈654321 ,,,,, cccccc  and Y  is a homothetic vector on each of two 

dimensional submanifolds of constant y  and .z   
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3. MAIN RESULTS  

 As mentioned in section 2, the space-times which can admit proper affine 

vector fields having holonomy type ,2R  ,3R  ,4R  ,6R  ,7R  ,8R  ,10R  11R  or .13R  

It also follows from [5] that the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is atmost three. 

Here in this paper we will consider the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix to study 

affine vector fields in plane symmetric static space-time. Consider plane 

symmetric static space-time in the usual coordinate system ),,,( zyxt  with line 

elememt [7]  

  )( 22)(22)(2 dzdyedxdteds xxv +++−= µ    (15) 

It follows from [7], the above space-time admits four independent Killing vector 

fields which are  

 .,,,
zy

z
z

y
yt ∂

∂
∂
∂

−
∂
∂

∂
∂

∂
∂  

The non-zero independent components of the Riemann tensor are  

 

.
4
1

,)2(
4
1

,
4
1

,)2(
4
1

4
2

23
23

3
2

13
13

12
12

203
03

02
02

1
2

01
01

αµ

αµµ

αµ

α

≡′−=

≡′+′′−==

≡′′−==

≡′+′′= −

R

RR

vRR

evvR v

   (16) 

Writing the curvature tensor with components cd
abR  at p as a 6X6 symmetric 

matrix in a well known way [6]  

   ),,,,,( 433221 ααααααdiagR cd
ab =   

where 4321 ,, αααα and  are real functions of .x  The 6-dimensional labeling is in 

the order 01, 02, 03, 12, 13, 23 with .0 tx =  We are only interested in those case 

when the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is less than or equal to three 

(excluding flat cases). We thus obtain the following cases:  

(A) Rank ,3≤  when ),(, rRv µµ =∈   

(B) Rank =1, when ,),( Rxvv ∈= λ   
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(C) Rank =3, when .022),(),( 22 =′+′′=′+′′== µµµµ vvxxvv   

We consider each case in turn.  
 

Case A  
 In this case ).(, rRv µµ =∈ First suppose that the rank of the 66×  

Riemann matrix is 3 and there exists a unique (up to a multiple) nowhere zero 

timelike vector field aa tt ,=  such that 0; =bat  (and so, from the Ricci idenity 

0=abcd
a tR ). The line element can, after a recaling of t, be written in the form 

  )).(( 22)(222 dzdyedxdtds x +++−= µ    (17) 

The space-time is clearly 1+3 decomposable. The affine vector fields in this case 

[2] are 

  X
t

ctcX ′+
∂
∂

+= )( 98      (18) 

where Rcc ∈98 ,  and X ′  is a homothetic vector field in the induced geometry on 

each of the three dimensional submanifolds of constant .t  The completion of case 

A necessities finding an homothetic vector fields in the induced geometry of the 

submanifolds of constant .t  The induced metric αβg  (where )3,2,1, =βα  with 

nonzero components is given by  

  .,,1 )(
33

)(
2211

xx egegg µµ ===     (19) 

A vector field X ′  is called homothetic vector field if it satisfies αβαβ cggLX 2' = , 

where .Rc∈  One can expand by using (19) to get  

  cX =1,
1        (20) 

  01,
2)(

2,
1 =+ XeX xµ       (21) 

  01,
3)(

3,
1 =+ XeX xµ       (22) 

  cXX 22 2,
21 =+′µ       (23) 

  02,
3

3,
2 =+ XX       (24) 

  .23,
31 cXX =+′µ       (25) 

From equations (20), (21) and (22) we get  
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  ),,(11 zyAcxX +=  ),(),( 212 zyAdxezyAX y +−= ∫ −µ  

  ),(),( 313 zyAdxezyAX z +−= ∫ −µ     (26) 

where ),(1 zyA  ),(2 zyA  and ),(3 zyA  are functions of integration. Now consider 

equation (24) and differentiate with respect to x and using (26) one finds 

)()(),(A  0),( 2111 zByBzyzyA yz +=⇒=  where )(1 yB  and )(2 yB  are 

functions of integration. Substituting back into (26) we get  

  ),()( 211 zByBcxX ++=  ),,()( 212 zyAdxeyBX y +−= ∫ −µ  

  ).,()( 323 zyAdxezBX z +−= ∫ −µ     (27) 

Substituting equation (25) from (23) and differentiate with respect to x and using 

(27) gives ,0)()( 21 =− zByB zzyy  differentiate with respect to y gives 

.
2

)(0)( 32
2111 cycycyByB yyy ++=⇒=  Substituting back we get 

54
212

2
)( czcz

c
zB ++=  where ℜ∈54321 ,,,, ccccc  and so equation (27) becomes  

  ),
2

()
2

( 54
21

32
211 czcz

c
cycy

c
cxX ++++++=   

),,()( 2
21

2 zyAdxecycX ++−= ∫ −µ  

  ).,()( 3
41

3 zyAdxeczcX ++−= ∫ −µ     (28) 

Now consider equation (23), taking partial derivatives with respect to y and using 

(28) to get .0),(2)( 2
21 =++′ zyAcyc yyµ  Differentiating with respect to x gives 

0)( 21 =+′′ cycµ  and there now exist two possibilities:  

 (1) ,0)(,0 21 ≠+=′′ cycµ  (2) .0)(,0 21 =+≠′′ cycµ   
 

Class A1  
 ,0 bax +=⇒=′′ µµ where )0(, ≠∈ aRba  and .0)( 21 ≠+ cyc  Using this 

information in (28) and solving equations (20) to (25), one finds that homothetic 

vector fields in this case are Killing vector fields which are given by  

 ,542
1 czcycX ++=   
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,)(
2

)(
4

1
6543

22
22

2 czcycyzcayzace
a

cX bax +++−−+= −−  

7542
22

32
3 )(

2
)(

4
1 czcycyzcayzace
a

cX bax +−+−+−+= −−  (29) 

where .,,,,, 765432 Rcccccc ∈  Thus the submanifolds of constant t  are of constant 

curvature and affine vector fields in this case are  

,98
0 ctcX +=  ,542

1 czcycX ++=   

,)(
2

)(
4

1
6543

22
22

2 czcycyzcayzace
a

cX bax +++−−+= −−  

.)(
2

)(
4

1
7542

22
32

3 cyczcyzcayzace
a

cX bax +−+−+−+= −−   (30)  

 

Case A2  
In this case 0≠′′µ  and 00)( 2121 ==⇒=+ cccyc  and 0),(2 =zyA yy  or 

)()(),( 432 zBzyBzyA +=  where )(3 zB  and )(4 zB  are functions of integrations. 

Using the information in (28) and solving equations (20) to (25), one finds that 

there exist the following two possible subcasses:  

(i) 02 2 ≠′+′′ µµ   (ii) 02 2 =′+′′ µµ   
 

 Case A2i  
 In this case 02 2 ≠′+′′ µµ  and that the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix 

is 3. Using the above information in equations (20) to (25) and solving them, one 

finds that homothetic vector fields in this case are Killing vector fields which are 

given by  

,01 =X   ,31
2 czcX +−=  

.21
3 cycX +=      (31) 

 where Rccc ∈321 ,,  and affine vector fields in this case are (from equation  (18)) 

,98
0 ctcX +=  ,01 =X   ,31

2 czcX +−=  

.21
3 cycX +=   
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Case A2ii  
 In this case ,)ln(02 22 bax +=⇒=′+′′ µµµ  where ).0(, ≠∈ aRba  Here 

the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is one and there exist two independent 

nowhere zero solutions of equation (4) i.e. 0== abcd
a

abcd
a xRtR  where aa xx ,=  

and aa tt ,=  are the spacelike and timelike vector field, respectively. The sapce-

time (32) admits only one independent nowhere zero timelike covariantly constant 

vector field at  satisfying .0; =bat  After rescaling of t  the line element takes the 

form 

  ).()( 222222 dzdybaxdxdtds ++++=    (32) 

The above space-time is clearly 1+3 decomposable but the rank of 6X6 Riemann 

matrix is one. Substituting the above information into affine equations one finds, 

affine vector fields in this case  

   ,, 87
1

654
0 xctcXcxctcX +=++= ,31

2 czcX +−=  

     21
3 cycX +=      (33) 

where .,,,,,,, 87654321 Rcccccccc ∈  This completes case (A).  
 

Case B  
 In this case )(, xvvR =∈µ  and the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is 

one and there exist two independent nowhere zero spacelike vector field aa yy ,=  

and aa zz ,=  satisfying 0; =bay  and .0; =baz  From the Ricci identity 

.0== abcd
a

abcd
a zRyR  The line element can, after a rescaling of y  and ,z  be 

written as  

  ).( 22)(222 dxdtedzdyds xv +−++=     (34) 

Clearly the above space-time is 1+1+2 decomposable. The affine vector fields in 

this case are [2]  

X
z

czcyc
y

czcycX ′+
∂
∂

+++
∂
∂

++= )()( 654321   (35) 
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where Rcccccc ∈654321 ,,,,,  and X ′  is a homothetic vector fields in each of two 

dimensional submanifolds of constant y  and .z  The next step is to finding 

homothetic vector fields in the induced geometry of the submanifolds of constant 

y  and .z  The induced metric ABg  (where )1,0, =BA  with nonzero components 

is given by  

  .1, 11
)(

00 =−= geg xv       (36) 

A vector field X ′  is called homothetic vector field if it satisfies ABABX cggL 2' = , 

where .Rc∈  One can expand by using (36) to get  

  cXXv 22 0,
01 =+′       (37) 

  01,
0

0,
1 =− XeX v       (38) 

  .1,
1 cX =        (39) 

Equation (39) gives ),(11 tAcxX +=  where )(1 tA  is a function of integration. 

Using value of 1X  in equation (38) we get ∫ += − ),()( 210 tAdxetAX v
t  where 

)(2 tA  is a function of integration. If one proceeds further, after a straightforward 

calculation one finds that proper homothetic vector field exist if and only if 

),ln( 2axv =  where }.0{−∈ Ra  Substituting the value of v  into (16), one finds 

that the rank of 66×  Riemann matrix reduces to zero thus giving a contradiction 

(since we are assuming that the rank of 66×  Riemann matrix is one). So 

homothetic vector fields in the induced geometry of constant zandy  are Killing 

vector fields. If one proceeds further one finds there exist two possibilities: 

  (1) cev v =′′  (2) cev v ≠′′   

where .Rc∈   
 

Case B1  
 In this case further three possibilities exist  

  (i) ,0>c  (ii) ,0<c   (iii) .0=c   

We will consider each case in turn.  

(i) Affine vector fields in this case are  
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.,
2

cos
2

sin

,)
2

sin
2

cos(
2

654
3

321
2

87
1

987
0

czcycXczcycX

tcctccX

cdxetcctcccX v

++=++=

+=

+−= ∫ −

 (40)  

provided that .cev v =′′  Where .,, 987 Rccc ∈   

(ii) In this case .0<c  Put ,Nc −=  where ).0( >∈ NRN  Affine vector fields 

in this case are  

  

.,
2

cosh
2

sinh

,)
2

sinh
2

cosh(
2

654
3

321
2

87
1

987
0

czcycXczcycX

tNctNcX

cdxetNctNcNX v

++=++=

+=

++= ∫ −

(41) 

provided that .Nev v −=′′  Where .,, 987 Rccc ∈   

(iii) In this case ,0 baxvc +=⇒=  where ).0(, ≠∈ aRba  Affine vector 

fields in this case are  

  
., 654

3
321

2

87
1

9
)(70

czcycXczcycX

ctcXce
a
c

X bax

++=++=

+=+−= +−

   (42) 

where .,, 987 Rccc ∈   
 

Case B2  
  Affine vector fields in this case are  

  
.,

,0,

654
3

321
2

1
7

0

czcycXczcycX

XcX

++=++=

==
    (43)  

where .1 Rc ∈  This completes case B.  
 

Case C  
 In this case 02),(),( 2 =′+′′== vvxrvv µµ  and .02 2 =′+′′ µµ  The 

equations 02 2 =′+′′ µµ  and 22 )
2

ln(02 bxavvv +=⇒=′+′′  and 
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22 )
2

ln(02 dxc
+=⇒=′+′′ µµµ  where )0,(,,, ≠∈ caRdcba  and dbca ≠≠ ,  

(by assumption). The rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is 3 and there exist a 

unique (up to a multiple) nowhere zero spacelike vector field aa xx ,=  such that 

0=abcd
a xR  and .0; ≠bax  The line element is 

  )()
2

()
2

( 2222222 dzdydxcdxdtbxads +++++−=   (44) 

Substituting the above information into affine equations and after a strightforward 

calculation one find affine vector fields in this case are  

,2
0 cX =  ,01 =X  ,43

2 czcX +=  

53
3 cycX +−=      (45) 

where .,,, 5432 ℜ∈cccc  Clearly affine vector fields in this case are Killing vector 

fields.  
 

Now consider the case when ,,0 dbca =≠=  the line element is 

  ).()
2

()
2

( 2222222 dzdybxadxdtbxads +++++−=   (46) 

It follows from [9] affine vector fields in this case are 

,321
0 czcycX ++=  ,7

1 xcX =   

,541
2 czctcX +−=  642

3 czctcX ++=    (47) 

Where .,,,,,, 7654321 Rccccccc ∈   
 

SUMMARY  
 In this paper a study of plane symmetric static space-times according to 

their proper affine vector fields is given. An approach is developed to study 

proper affine vector fields in the above space-times by using the rank of the 6X6 

Riemann matrix, holonomy and direct integration techniques. From the above 

study we obtain the following results:  

(i) The case when the rank of the 6X6 Riemann matrix is three and there 

exists a nowhere zero independent spacelike vector field which is the solution of 
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equation (4) and is not covariantly constant. This is the space-time (44) and it 

admits affine vector fields which are Killing vector fields (see for details Case C).  

(ii) The case when the rank of the 6X6 Riemann matrix is three and there exist 

a nowhere zero independent spacelike vector field which is a solution of equation 

(4) and is not covariantly constant. This is the space-time (46) and it admits the 

proper affine vector fields (equation 47).  

(iii) The case when the rank of the 6X6 Riemann matrix one there exist two 

nowhere zero independent solutions of equation (4) but only one independent 

nowhere zero covariantly constant vector field. This is the space-time (32) and it 

admits the proper affine vector fields (see Case A2ii).  

(iv) The case when the rank of the 6X6 Riemann matrix is two or three and 

there exists a nowhere zero independent timelike vector field which is the solution 

of equation (4) and also covariantly constant. This is the space-time (17) and it 

admits the proper affine vector fields (see Cases A1 and A2i). 

(v) The case when the rank of the 6X6 Riemann matrix one there exist two 

nowhere zero independent spacelike vector fields which are solutions of equation 

(4) and which are covariantly constant vector field. This is the space-time (34) 

and it admits the proper affine vector fields (see Case B1i, B1ii, B1iii and B2).  
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